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Keeping Weight Off Forever
2018-10-15

if you ve struggled with losing weight and keeping it off this book is for you dr macey takes you through a 3 step process for taking back your power over food once and for all

The Secret Master Key to Losing Weight (and Keeping It Off Forever)
2008-03

the secret master key to losing weight is the eye opening book that the weight loss industry doesn t want you to read it reveals the secret master key to losing weight and keeping it off
forever why other weight loss plans diets nearly always fail why the weight loss industry wants to keep you overweight how they do it how to recognize the hidden influences pushing
you to gain weight even when you don t want to and how to break their hold the surprising reason why simply losing weight is not the answer to overcoming your weight loss problems
and what actually is the two specific ways to make achieving maintaining your ideal weight vastly easier with minimum effort more than 35 common reasons people gain and re gain
weight and how to defeat them and much more this is a guide to effective whole self weight loss and weight maintenance great for meat lovers vegetarians and vegans alike

Loving Your Weight Off
2015-01-15

loving your weight off is about achieving the body you desire using the power of love many people spend years trying to hammer their bodies into submission using self denial and drill
sergeant intensity as this book will show you it doesn t last love works it worked so well for londin angel winters that she won a figure contest at the age of 38 using the techniques she
presents in this book most importantly she found a way to maintain the results with ease and joy if you ve always wanted to be lean but cannot stand another day of food obsession and
deprivation the tools in this book will offer you a beautiful path to having what you want and enjoying the journey learn how to live forever lean using the powerful path of self love

The Three Rules To Lose Weight And Keep It Off Forever
2020-10-17

three groups of carbohydrates cause most of the obesity in this country the three rules to lose weight and keep it off forever teaches you how to avoid these foods completely i consider
these carbohydrates addictive meaning that one should give them up completely if you follow the three rules you do not need to memorize lists of foods there is no need to weigh
measure or count anything you can read the book and start immediately with no financial cost once you commit your mind to the rules you will never have a weight problem again much
like one addicted to drugs or alcohol is recovering as soon as he or she makes the solemn commitment to complete abstinence you are most likely to succeed in anything if you do it
with intent to lose weight you must eat with intent dr harold oster is an internist practicing in plymouth minnesota he is striving to adopt the values of the stoics read about the book and
some other interesting things at thethreerulestoloseweight com

How to Lose Weight Well
2016-12-29

are you ready to lose weight well written by dr xand van tulleken who slimmed down from 19 stone how to lose weight well accompanies the hit channel 4 show and champions a



foolproof weightloss method he presents a simple 4 step plan for a healthy diet backed by science no gimmicks no expensive supplements no hassle just practical advice and 70 easy
recipes for every day of the week for most people diets fail when cravings and temptation get the better of them but this diet addresses these common traps so that anyone can keep
the weight off for the rest of their lives recipes include filling meat fish and vegetable mains breakfasts and even puddings additionally a series of menu plans provides all the help
readers might need to fit the recipes into their busy days

The Diet Center Program
1990

presents a successful five phase program that involves a nutritionally sound and well balanced diet and guidelines for maintaining one s desired weight

Winning After Losing
2009-05-30

struggling with her weight for decades stacey halprin eventually won the battle and lost over 350 pounds but after gastric bypass surgery and one diet after another she realized that
the most difficult part isn t losing the weight it s keeping it off now for the 90 of dieters who have lost weight only to gain it back stacey presents her unique program that will keep the
pounds off permanently whether you ve lost 15 25 or 50 pounds complete with expert advice from medical doctors psychologists nutritionists and fitness gurus winning after losing
reveals the secrets that will finally put an end to self sabotaging habits and yo yo dieting this is an inspirational motivational guide that shows readers how to maintain and truly enjoy a
healthier lifestyle

Forever Weight Loss
2021-03-07

the forever weight loss plan will help you lose excess weight and keep it off forever you will never have to be on another weight loss plan again this 10 step plan is both simple and
flexible based on self reflection and building a new relationship with real food again easy to follow where you don t have to count calories cook too much or shake your booty too hard it
s all about finding quality foods that you look forward to eating and feeling satisfied at the same time robert has created a step by step plan that i can live with i learned how to eat for
weight loss success ann dacek rn hospital of st raphaels school of nursing new haven ct

This Is Why You're Fat (And How to Get Thin Forever)
2010-04-27

in this new york times bestseller jackie warner america s favorite no nonsense celebrity fitness trainer shows you how to get hot healthy and thin forever being fat isn t your fault staying
fat is that s what jackie warner tells her own clients and that s why no one delivers better results than jackie this groundbreaking program is filled empowering strategies help you drop
pounds and inches fast without grueling workouts or deprivation her two tiered approach provides a complete nutritional makeover and a failure proof condensed workout routine plus
all the emotional support and encouragement you need to get to the finish line and beyond with jackie s core principles you ll be shocked to find what is actually making you fat and how
easy it is to get thin for a lifetime discover her surprising secrets add to lose in jackie s 2 week jump start no food is off limits you ll actually add food to your diet in order to lose weight
cheating is allowed eat clean for 5 days then indulge in whatever you want over the weekend fat is not the enemy fat doesn t make you fat sugar does learn to finally control those
sweets cravings skip the crunches they just build muscle under the fat discover the fastest way to shrink your waist and spark your metabolism for rapid fat loss less exercise is more
workouts shouldn t take over your day give jackie just 20 minutes and you ll see results think yourself thin it s true jackie s own breakthrough mind body techniques called



metaphysiques will help you create the body you want by thinking it into reality this is why you re fat and how to get thin forever is your first and last stop on the way to a new fit and
healthy you

How to Lose Weight Well (Updated Edition)
2019-12-26

three groups of carbohydrates cause most cases of obesity the three rules to lose weight and keep it off forever teaches you how to avoid these foods i consider these carbohydrates
addictive meaning that you should give them up completely if you follow the three rules you do not need to memorize lists of foods there is no need to weigh measure or count anything
you can read the book and start immediately with no financial cost once you commit your mind to the rules you will never have a weight problem again much like one addicted to drugs
or alcohol is recovering as soon as he or she makes the commitment to complete abstinence you are most likely to succeed in anything if you do it with intent to lose weight you must
eat with intent

The Three Rules to Lose Weight and Keep It Off Forever, Second Edition
2024-05-06

you ve done the diet you re where you want to be now how do you stay there for over 20 years natasha hurst tried nearly every diet out there at great expense she became extremely
good at losing weight but an expert at putting it all back on again exhausted and fed up with the continual weight loss weight gain cycle and irritated by the diet and fitness companies
who continue to profit from our failures she developed the intotrim plan to put a stop to this pattern that dominates our lives where is the place we go to once we lose the weight losing
weight is the easy bit on a diet we follow rules and achieve results but after the diet we are lost at sea with no readily available guidance on how to maintain that new figure we soon put
back on the pounds and have to start all over until now with intotrim the yo yo dieting string is finally cut once and for all you are given a new set of rules so you never have to diet
again the intotrim plan is a concise easy to follow guide to effective weight maintenance packed with positive and powerful advice this book will teach you real facts about food and how
to stay slim how to overcome bad eating habits how to return to food if you have lost weight using a very low calorie meal replacement diet vlcd just follow the intotransition 3 week
programme so you don t regain weight it has been designed by someone just like you someone who has struggled with food for many years it teaches you what you always wanted to
know and for those tough days provides you with practical tips to help you overcome those familiar stumbling blocks the intotrim plan is unique it is the bridge between weight loss and
intuitive eating it has been designed for those of us who just don t know what to do after weight loss with intotrim you can stay slim and keep the weight off forever

The IntoTrim Plan - How to Keep the Weight Off Forever
2014-06-02

new york times bestseller get ready for a total body transformation meet michelle bridges the straight talking star trainer of australia s the biggest loser and founder of australia s 1
online weight loss program with her 12 week body transformation michelle has inspired her countrymen and women to lose more than two million pounds now in total body
transformation she shares her unique exercise nutrition and mindset program which will give you the power to transform your body in just 90 days her goal to help you lose weight
rapidly and keep it off for good join the hundreds of thousands of people who have already discovered the magic of her method and get the skinny on diet michelle combines nutrition
know how with delicious easy to make recipes and sensible meal plans even pasta that minimize calories and maximize your eating pleasure enjoy homemade muesli with yogurt
salmon steak with arugula and asparagus penne with feta and lemon and more along with healthy snacks to eat throughout the day workouts the rubber meets the road with michelle s
series of killer workouts devised for quick and dramatic results you ll learn isolation and toning exercises that build muscle and burn fat plus ways to sleep your way to a healthier you
motivation michelle turns conventional thinking about weight loss on its head people don t struggle emotionally because they re overweight they become overweight because they are
fighting emotional battles changing your body starts by changing your mind and michelle s mindset lessons and unique techniques for resetting behavior help you lose weight fast and
keep it off along the way michelle debunks common diet myths you cannot spot reduce fat helps you ditch bad habits like denial and negative self talk and steers you toward setting



goals and being consistent what you lose in weight you can gain in better moods improved health and thriving self confidence combine the science of fast weight loss with life changing
psychology to give your body the total transformation you have always wanted praise for total body transformation bridges may help you defeat your excuses about exercise don t start
bargaining with yourself she writes help you set goals specific measurable achievable realistic time based and cut negative self talk the stunning before and after pics of her clients
might motivate you newsday

Total Body Transformation
2014-04-08

losing weight doesn t have to be hard have you always struggled with your weight have you tried countless diets you couldn t stick to do you gain the weight back as soon as you stop
have you resigned yourself to a life of being heavier than you d like i used to be like you i grew up fat and had many failed diet attempts then i stumbled onto the right way to lose
weight i ve kept the weight off for twenty years now and it wasn t even that difficult this is the story of how i did it and how you can too through the methods in the weight loss habit you
will be able to lose weight with no restrictions on what you can eat you can even have fast food no reliance on willpower no need for exercise no gaining the weight back plus how
smartphone games can make you skinnier really no gimmicks no bs just straightforward advice on how to build the habits that will make weight loss easy if you struggle with weight loss
this book is for you

The Weight Loss Habit
2020-06-06

in how to lose weight tips and tricks to lose weight and rewire yourself to keep it off forever you will discover breakthrough techniques that will enable you to shed your pounds with
ease by utilizing and changing your emotional physical and psychological states to lose weight rapidly and with lasting results you will learn tricks to increase your metabolism to
become a fat burning machine while you can still indulge in the foods you love by following a simple weight loss hack this method allowed the author to lose fifty pounds in just over
three months without any exercise you will also discover unique methods to uncover and dissolve all of the weight loss blocks you may have that has been preventing you from losing
weight before and keeping it off you will also gain insight into the truly astonishing facts of why you store your fat where on your body and which emotions it relates to through
leveraging your subconscious mind you will discover the easy way to permanent weight loss and finally get the body that you want

How to Lose Weight
2015-12-30

outlines a weight maintenance program for yo yo dieters who want to safeguard their weight loss goals for the long term in a guide that combines the professional advice of doctors
nutritionists and fitness experts to counsel readers on overcoming self sabotaging behaviors

Winning After Losing
2007

being fat isn t your fault staying fat is that s what jackie warner america s favorite no nonsense celebrity fitness trainer tells her own clients and that s why no one delivers better results
than jackie does now for the first time jackie shares her revolutionary program showing readers the best ways to drop pounds and inches fast without add cheating is allowed eat clean
for 5 days and then indulge in whatever you want over the weekend fat is not the enemy fat doesn t make you fat sugar does nothing you eat should contain over 9 grams of sugar skip
the crunches they just build muscle under the fat discover the fastest way to burn calories tone muscle and spark your metabolism for rapid fat loss less exercise is more workouts



shouldn t take over your day give jackie 20 minutes and you ll see results find out today why this is why your fat and how to get thin forever is your first and last stop on the way to the
new fit and healthy you

This Is Why You're Fat (and How to Get Thin Forever)
2014-07-02

obesity may seem like an unbeatable opponent but if you obtain guidance from an expert who has overcome obesity you can transform your body and your life author efthymios tzimas
never understood why he always felt hungry having suffered from obesity since childhood he reached a point in his life when he weighed more than 460 pounds through becoming a
fitness and nutrition expert and learning how to erase his unhealthy habits he lost 268 pounds more importantly hes kept the weight off for twenty years in the weight loss handbook
tzimas provides readers with strategies to lose bad habits and form beneficial ones methods to break the pain barrier during exercise sample menus to promote weight loss also
included in this motivating handbook are beneficial phrases that can keep you on course information on the most advantageous times of day to eat and an examination of how athletes
hone their bodies and maintain their weight its possible to start losing weight today you just need guidance from a specialist who has attained weight loss success for himself and can
support the similar change in your life

The Weight Loss Handbook
2011-11-11

matt hoover lost 157 pounds and found confidence love and a brighter perspective on life now it s your turn

Matt Hoover's Guide to Life, Love, and Losing Weight
2008-09-25

a revolutionary weight loss method that shows how to spend only five seconds a day to achieve permanent weight loss the book is fun informative and easy to read it shows step by
step how to lose weight and keep it off forever it also contains other health tips such as how to stop smoking prevent diabetes and take care of joints dr chang a specialist in internal
medicine who has practiced medicine for more than 30 years offers his insights into weight loss and leading a healthier life

Dr. Dan's Super Weight Loss Plan
2005

do you want to lose weight just go on a diet pick any one they all work atkins zone south beach cabbage soup or drinking man s if you follow the instructions you will lose weight but
after the diet when you return to your normal lifestyle the weight will come back if dieting is not the solution then what is the solution is to change your lifestyle it s your lifestyle that
caused you to gain weight in the first place but by changing it you can gradually lose weight with little or no hunger and keep it off for the rest of your life the components of the
sustainable weight loss lifestyle are an eating pattern that promotes slow weight loss without causing hunger an aerobic exercise program of your choice a focus on the importance of
muscles an increase in non exercise activity an understanding of the mental activities that affect weight the new lifestyle results in improved health so a chapter is devoted to discussing
health issues in the final chapter the author presents his own experiences with weight control as a case study demonstrating how the sustainable weight loss lifestyle theory works in
practice



Leaf Your Weight Behind
1999

isn t it time to get the fit healthy body you deserve do you want to lose weight but don t know how to start have you tried to lose weight but only found yourself on the roller coaster ride
of weight gain weight loss do you want to live a healthier lifestyle that will help to ensure permanent weight loss if the answer to any or all of these questions is yes then you are invited
to start on a journey that will not only change your body but change your life as well the smartest thing that any of us can do in order to change the results that we are getting is to
change the actions that we are currently taking if you have not lost the weight that you want then it s time for you to change what you are doing now this book is packed with weight
loss tips and weight loss techniques to help you lose weight naturally and easily it will help you to get on the right path and stay on the path to healthy lasting successful weight loss
here is a small sample of the valuable time tested weight loss tips and techniques you will learn how to set a realistic weight loss goal how to deal with the inevitable cravings and
temptations how to enjoy eating out and still lose weight how to break through a weight loss plateau how to stick to your weight loss diet how to develop the perfect weight loss plan for
you and much much more one of the most important things that you can do for your health right now is to shed the excess pounds that you don t need take action now and get the fit
healthy body that you deserve free freebie free weight loss book

Weight Lost Forever
2004-10

weight loss revolution by kelli j summers is the definitive guide to losing weight and keeping it off summers give people the tools and information they need to make permanent changes
in their lives using revolutionary methods her step by step methodology shows readers how to design a healthy diet plan establish an effective exercise regimen and make wise lifestyle
decisions to reach their weight loss goals weight loss revolution is full of helpful tips and advice like tasty recipes and meal plans an easy to follow exercise program and essential advice
on how to stay motivated and be successful in the long run the revolutionary methods of kelli j summer will assist readers in making healthier decisions forming more beneficial habits
and achieving their desired body weight loss revolution is the ideal read for anyone seeking a permanent change with kelli j summer s guidance readers can finally achieve their weight
loss objectives and take charge of their health

The Sustainable Weight Loss Lifestyle
2016-11-14

rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing the weekly world news has been the world s only reliable news source since 1979 the online hub
weeklyworldnews com is a leading entertainment news site

Weight Loss
2015-02-12

the completely revised and updated national bestseller you can lose weight on any diet but if you want to keep it off read thin for life 2nd edition shape in this new edition of the
acclaimed bestseller award winning nutritionist anne m fletcher incorporates exciting recent scientific research to show that permanent weight loss is far easier than is commonly
believed whether you want to lose 10 pounds or 100 thin for life will help you master your weight problem by sharing the techniques of the real experts hundreds of women and men
who have lost weight for good their hard won wisdom has been distilled down into ten keys to success that will change your body and your mind believe that you can become thin for life
take the reins do it your way accept the food facts nip it in the bud learn the art of positive self talk move it to lose it face life head on get more out of life don t go it alone anyone who



has tried and failed to lose unwanted pounds and keep them off should read this book jane brody new york times personal health columnist from the foreword

You Forever Slim
2010-01-04

1 international bestselling diet book coming to north america devised by dr pierre dukan a french medical doctor who has spent his career helping people to lose weight the dukan diet
rejects counting calories and promises permanent weight loss while allowing adherents to eat as much as they like originally published in 2000 the dukan diet swept across france
championed by people who successfully lost weight following its unique four phase regime the dukan diet has helped millions in france where it has been number one for more than ten
years and adopted in twenty countries including the united kingdom poland korea and brazil all together the dukan diet has sold more than 3 million copies worldwide the diet 4 easy
steps to permanent weight loss phase one attack using dr dukan s true weight calculator dieters determine a reasonable and healthy weight loss goal then they begin the dukan attack
phase a two to seven day period during which only unlimited lean protein and a daily oat bran galette or pancake are consumed and dramatic weight loss is achieved phase two cruise
dieters alternate days of unlimited lean protein with days of protein combined with healthful vegetables until they reach their true weight phase three consolidation dieters stay on this
phase for 5 days for every pound lost at this point the diet allows unlimited protein and vegetables and other foods such as cheese and bread are reintroduced dieters are also allowed
two weekly celebration meals to stave off boredom phase four stabilization this is the maintenance portion of the plan in which followers are allowed to eat whatever they like without
regaining weight provided that they follow 3 unbreakable rules including eating only unlimited lean protein one set day per week for each phase the dukan diet offers clear simple
guidelines for long term success the dukan diet is the perfect diet for people who want fast weight loss that can be maintained without counting calories or weighing portions

Weight Loss Revolution
2023-01-23

this e book is a collection of tips and strategies for loss weight we provide you step by step to try and we also provide you the best tips that people are doing to prevent gaining weight
and also the tichnique for weight loss

Weekly World News
1996-04-02

psychology today changing the way readers think about losing weight written in the popular yet authoritative style of psychology today magazine this groundbreaking book offers much
more than a weight loss program it offers an understanding of the personal and social forces conspiring against healthy weight loss conditions that make losing weight more difficult an
overview of every method from atkins to bariatric surgery and sound advice on the importance of exercise and lifestyle changes

Thin for Life
2003-03-31

this easy to follow weight loss book and corresponding audio have both been designed to motivate the un motivated get the least energetic person possible actually moving but more
importantly change the habits of the unchangeable for permanent weight loss success from start to finish this weight loss program will grip you and change your life forever just make
sure you are ready to start thousands of others before you know the answers to permanent weight loss success and now you are seconds away from knowing what they know



The Dukan Diet
2011-04-19
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How to lose Weight eBook
2015-09-27

frustrating obstacles appear in every weight loss journey plateaus overeating slow weight loss emotional eating and weight gain are a few of the common roadblocks that can cause you
to quit before you hit your goal weight the good news is all these obstacles can be overcome each chapter in this book will mentally prepare you for the challenges you are likely to face
and will give you tips on how to overcome each one it will help you to focus on the why behind losing weight and on the big picture so that you continue to make progress in a
sustainable way kayla cox is a mom of three who has gone from being obese down to a normal bmi and has maintained her weight loss for years in this book she shares the struggles
she had at each phase of the weight loss journey and how she s dealt with each obstacle she shares her failures things she still struggles with and the valuable lessons she s learned in
the process she has a youtube channel about intermittent fasting weight loss and walking that currently has over 39 000 subscribers she also runs slow and steady success academy an
online academy that teaches people how to lose weight sustainably and keep it off for good

The Best Strategy and tips for weight loss 2015
2006-01-03

new 5th edition see below for list of changes discover an all new weight loss approach with simple easy to follow daily readings and activities inside this 21 day devotional bible study
uncover the patterns that have kept you overwhelmed and overweight plus how to break those strongholds end your cravings along with any guilt and shame cycles by applying
powerful biblical truths to set you free for life tens of thousands like you have ended a lifetime of frustration with over eating binges and cravings that felt impossible to overcome before
but with god all things are possible matthew 19 26 the truth is god loves you wants you free and not held captive by your cravings emotions or appetite nor were you intended to deal
with life s struggles on your own including your weight loss struggle experience joy peace and freedom as you embrace weight loss god s way lose weight permanently deepen your faith
conquer feelings of defeat despair and doubt this 21 day daily devotional teaches you essential spiritual truths about your weight loss journey in simple easy to digest daily readings and
exercises this is not a how to book but instead shows you the patterns that have kept you in bondage and the biblical truths that will set you free shifting your perspective and focus so
weight loss comes naturally from a place of self love and godly devotion instead of endless diets and will power that lead to despair and self loathing stop fighting the battle your way
and learn to lose weight god s way winner reader s choice award 2015 in health wellness christian literary awards what s new in the 5th edition revised updated and expanded
introduction new additional study section in daily devotions new leader s guide for bible study groups re editted what people are saying about weight loss god s way this is an amazing
devotional i just finished the 21 day plan and i ve already lost 12 pounds this is not a diet it s a lifestyle i learned so much about god s plan for my health and well being it really caused
me to re think how i looked at what i was putting in my body angela richardson i have been battling my weight problems or accepting them for 30 years i have yo yoed with one diet or
gimmick after another nothing has helped me to keep the weight off the lord led me to weight loss god s way and one year to the day i have lost 97 pounds my god is ever faithful in
convicting my heart to rebuild my body mind and soul into the vessel he created me to be marilyn wehrli about the author cathy morenzie is an award winning author christian weight
loss coach and international speaker has been a leader in the health wellness industry for over 30 years this disciplined faith filled personal trainer struggled with emotional eating self
doubt and low self esteem but once she discovered the answers laid in faith not food it began a quest to learn and share god s truth in matters of your health weight and self esteem
now she shares how you can change just about everything in your life because she knows what it s like to feel stuck let her guide you along the lord s path to break free with a new mind
body in christ learn more about canada s 1 christian weight loss expert at cathymorenzie com other books by healthy by design 21 day meal plan a christian woman s guide to stop
craving carbs and lose weight reflections of god s love a christian weight loss devotional receiving god s love



Psychology Today: Secrets of Successful Weight Loss
2009-07

diets are failing in an epic way chances are you ve tried one of the popular diets out there the atkins diet the south beach diet the zone diet the blood type diet the eat clean diet the
alkaline diet the ornish diet the insert name here diet you probably lost some weight for awhile did you keep it off chances are you didn t in fact chances are you regained it all back and
possibly then some you aren t alone six out of seven people who are overweight are able to successfully lose weight during their lifetime but 85 95 of them will fail at keeping it off in the
long term if this sounds bad consider that ⅓ ⅔ of those people will add back on more weight than they lost in the first place if this cycle is repeated it can turn into yo yo dieting quite
possibly one of the worst things you can do for your mental and physical health ask anyone and they will tell you that you need to lose weight and keep it off and prevent yo yo dieting
but no one gives you an idea of how to accomplish that what makes our book different we discuss why diets fail on a physiological psychological and sociological level so you can better
understand why what you did previously did not work then we also detail the most important behaviors methods and traits for losing weight and keeping it off this book is for everyone
who wants to lose weight and keep it off especially for those frustrated and hopeless chronic dieters tired of trying all the popular diets only to repeatedly fail there is still hope to be
found in these pages please give us the chance to guide you

Visualise the 'New You' - Easy_to_follow Weight Loss Program
2005-12-23

diet books have become a genre unto themselves as people anxious to shed those extra pounds seek that one perfect plan oh sure they ve found such a plan before in fact several
times before as they shed unwanted weight only to gain it back within a few months it s frustrating following a diet only to end up failing in the end losing that same twenty pounds over
and over again but now drs scott uloth and joe klemczewski put an end to yo yo dieting by giving their readers what they need most control the diet docs plan brings complex metabolic
physiology within the grasp of the average reader a plan with over ten years of clinical success field tested on everyone from housewives to professional athletes that s attainable and
sustainable easily implemented with no complicated formula to decrypt combining the latest scientific information and how to apply it that encourages the reader to become their own
nutritionist the last diet book anyone will need written by a family physician and a professional bodybuilder and nutritionist to the world s top bodybuilders and women s figure
competitors

Complete Book On Weight Loss
2020-01-14

Weights for Weight Loss
2004

Overcoming Weight Loss Obstacles
2019-10-14



The Step Diet Book
2019-01-21

Healthy by Design: Weight Loss, God's Way
2008-12-01

Fat Loss Forever

The Diet Docs'® Guide to Permanent Weight Loss
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